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The logi /fun tional language Mer ury uses a strong, mostly
stati type system based on polymorphi many-sorted logi . For eÆien y, the Mer ury ompiler uses type spe i representations of terms,
and implements polymorphi operations su h as uni ations via generi
ode invoked with des riptions of the a tual types of the operands. These
des riptions, whi h onsist of automati ally generated data and ode, are
the main omponents of the Mer ury runtime type information (RTTI)
system. We have used this system to implement several extensions of
the Mer ury system, in luding an es ape me hanism from stati type
he king, generi input and output fa ilities, a debugger, and automati
memoization, and we are in the pro ess of using it for an a urate, native
garbage olle tor. We give detailed information on the implementation
and uses of the Mer ury RTTI system as well as measurements of the
spa e osts of the system.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Many modern fun tional and logi programming languages have a strong stati
type system and support parametri polymorphism. For eÆ ien y, sin e the
types of almost all values are known at ompile-time, it is desirable to spe ialize
the representation of data for ea h type, rather than using a single representation
for data of any type (as is typi ally done with dynami ally typed languages).
When the type is known stati ally, the ompiler is able to emit the proper typespe i
ode to manipulate those values. In some ases, however, the ompiler
does not know the exa t type of a value. For example, in a polymorphi predi ate
or fun tion, the ompiler may know that type of a variable is list(T), but may
not know what type the type variable T is bound to, sin e that an vary from all
to all. Nevertheless, for some operations it may still be ne essary to examine
the representation.
In su h ir umstan es, implementors have two main hoi es. One alternative
is to reate separate opies of the implementation for ea h possible type T an be
bound to, thus restoring the ompiler's full knowledge of the types of variables.
This is the approa h taken for the implementation of generi s in most imperative
languages. Its advantage is exe ution speed, due to the ex lusive use of typespe i operations; the orresponding disadvantage is the ost in ode spa e and
lo ality of the multiple opies, many of whi h will typi ally be used quite rarely.
Another signi ant disadvantage with this approa h is that it makes separate
ompilation mu h more diÆ ult.
The other alternative is to have only one implementation, but make this
one able to handle all the alls. This obviously requires allers to make available
runtime type information (RTTI) about the a tual type bound to T that an then
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be interpreted by a single implementation. The advantages of this alternative are
its small spa e ost, and ease of separate ompilation, while its disadvantage is
the time osts of lookup and interpretation.
In this paper we des ribe the RTTI system of Mer ury, a purely de larative logi /fun tional language. Sin e most Mer ury programs use polymorphism
mu h more frequently than imperative language programs use generi s, we believe that the spa e ost of the rst approa h would be prohibitive. However,
we also want the implementation to be fast, so we have settled on a hybrid of
the approa hes. This hybrid uses RTTI to allow us to get away with only one
implementation of ea h polymorphi predi ate, but the most frequently used
operations (uni ation and omparison) do not require interpretation. Other,
less frequently used operations do, sin e for them this is the proper spa e-time
tradeo .
Sin e the system has RTTI, we make it available to users who may wish to
perform type spe i operations (e.g. pretty-printing) on terms of polymorphi
types, as well as to system programmers working to implement new language
features. In the last two years, we have extended the Mer ury implementation
with several features that require a ess to RTTI, some of whi h required us to
extend the RTTI system. Automati memoization requires detailed knowledge
of the data representations of types to onstru t eÆ ient indexes. The debugger
needs similar knowledge in order to be able to print out the values of variables
on demand, and our (as yet in omplete) native garbage olle tor needs it to be
able to tra e through and to opy terms. (The Mer ury runtime system urrently
relies upon the Boehm onservative garbage olle tor for C [5℄.)
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 introdu es the relevant
aspe ts of the Mer ury language and des ribes how the Mer ury implementation
represents terms. Se tion 3 des ribes, at a signi antly deeper level of detail than
most other papers on RTTI, the data stru tures we use to store RTTI and how
the information in these data stru tures is made available both to relevant parts
of the implementation and to programmers. Se tion 4 evaluates the spa e impa t
of our RTTI implementation. Se tion 5 presents omparisons with related work.
2

Ba kground

2.1 Mer ury
Mer ury is a pure logi /fun tional programming language intended for general
purpose large-s ale programming. We will des ribe in detail the data representation used by the Mer ury implementation, but for an overview of Mer ury we
refer the reader to the Mer ury language referen e manual [10℄ whi h is available
from the Mer ury home page http://www. s.mu.oz.au/mer ury/.

2.2 Data Representation
The Mer ury implementation uses a di erent, spe ialized representation for the
terms of ea h type. This is possible be ause the Mer ury ompiler knows the
types of almost all terms at ompile time, and the few ex eptions do not present
insoluble problems; we will dis uss the solutions of some of these problems later.
The advantage of spe ializing term representations is that it redu es storage
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requirements somewhat and improves time eÆ ien y onsiderably. The disadvantage is that you annot tell the value represented by a bit pattern without
knowing what type it is.1
:- type dir ---> north ; south ; east ; west.
:- type example ---> a ; b(int, dir) ; (example).

Types su h as dir, in whi h every alternative is a onstant, orrespond to
enumerated types in other languages. Mer ury implements them as if they were
enumerated types, representing the alternatives by onse utive small integers
starting with zero. These integers are stored dire tly in ma hine words, as are
values of builtin types that t in a word, su h as integers. Values of builtin types
that do not t in a word, e.g. strings and (on some ma hines) double pre ision
oating point numbers, are stored in memory and represented by a pointer to
that memory, to allow us to establish the invariant that all values t into a word.
Polymorphi ode depends on this invariant; without it, the ompiler ould not
generate a single pie e of ode that an pass around values of a type that is
unknown at ompile time.
Types su h as example, in whi h some alternatives have arguments, obviously
need a di erent representation. One possible representation would be as a pointer
to a memory blo k, in whi h the rst word spe i es the fun tion symbol, and
the later words ontain its arguments, with the blo k being just big enough to
ontain these arguments. The size of the memory blo k may therefore depend
on the identity of the fun tion symbol.
The Mer ury implementation uses a more sophisti ated and eÆ ient variant
of this representation. This implementation exploits the fa t that virtually all
modern ma hines, and all those we are interested in, address memory in bytes
but a ess it in words. Many of these ma hines require words to be aligned on
natural boundaries, and even the ones that don't usually su er a performan e
penalty when a essing unaligned words. The Mer ury implementation therefore
stores all data in aligned words on all ma hines. This means that the address of
any Mer ury data item will have zeros in its low-order 2 bits on 32-bit ma hines
or low-order 3 bits on 64-bit ma hines. We an therefore use these bits, whi h we
all primary tags, to distinguish between fun tion symbols. (Mer ury works on
both 32-bit and 64-bit ma hines, but for simpli ity of exposition, we will assume
32-bit ma hines for the rest of this paper.)
In the ase of type example, we assign the primary tag value 0 to a, the
primary tag value 1 to b, and the primary tag value 2 to . Using primary
tags in this way allows us to redu e the size of the memory blo ks we use,
sin e these no longer have to identify the fun tion symbol, It also allows us to
avoid using a memory blo k at all for onstant fun tion symbols su h as a, whose
representation therefore does not need a pointer at all, and in whi h we therefore
set the non-primary-tag bits of the word to zero.
Of ourse, some types have more fun tion symbols than a primary tag an
distinguish. In su h ases, some fun tion symbols have to share the same primary tag value. If all fun tors sharing the same primary tag value are onstants,
1

If a fun tion symbol o urs in more than one type, it will in general be represented
di erently for ea h type. The type he ker will determine the type of ea h o urren e
of the fun tor. The di erent representations do not ause any problems, sin e terms
of di erent types annot be ompared dire tly.
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we distinguish them via the non-primary-tag bits of the word; we all this a
. If at least one of them is not a onstant, we distinguish
them by storing an extra word at the start of the argument blo k; we all this
a remote se ondary tag. Both lo al and remote se ondary tags are integers alloated onse utively from zero among the fun tion symbols sharing the relevant
primary tag. The ompiler has a fairly simple algorithm that de ides, for ea h
fun tion symbol, what primary tag value its representation has, and if that primary tag value is shared, whether the se ondary tag is lo al or remote and what
its value is. To save both spa e and time, this algorithm will share a primary
tag value only between several onstants or several non- onstants, and will not
share between a onstant and a non- onstant.
Following pointers that have primary tags on their low order bits does not
a tually ost us anything in exe ution time. To make sense of the word retrieved
through the pointer, the ode must have already tested the primary tag on
the pointer. (It does not make sense to look up an argument in a memory blo k
without knowing what fun tion symbol it is an argument of, and it does not make
sense to look at a remote se ondary tag without knowing what fun tion symbols
it sele ts among.) When following the tagged pointer, the implementation must
subtra t the (known) value of the primary tag and add the (known) o set in
the pointed-to memory blo k of the argument or remote se ondary tag being
a essed. (A tually, remote se ondary tags always have an o set of zero.) The
two operations an be trivially ombined into one, whi h means adding a possibly
negative, but small onstant to the pointer. On most ma hines, this is the most
basi memory addressing mode; one annot a ess memory faster any other way.

lo al se ondary tag
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Run-time Type Information

One important design prin iple of the Mer ury implementation, whi h we followed during our design of the RTTI system, is the avoidan e of \distributed
fat", whi h are implementation artifa ts required by one language feature that
impose eÆ ien y osts even when that feature is not used. In other words, we
don't want the RTTI system to slow down any parts of the program that do
not use RTTI. Of ourse, we also want the RTTI system to have good eÆ ien y
for the parts of the program that do use RTTI. The aspe t of eÆ ien y that
most on erns us is time eÆ ien y; we are usually willing to trade modest and
bounded amounts of spa e for speed.

3.1 Des ribing Type Constru tors
The Mer ury data representation s heme is ompositional, i.e. the representation
of a list does not depend on the type of the elements of the list. Therefore the runtime representation of a omposite type su h as tree(string, list(int)) an
be des ribed by writing down the representation rules of the type onstru tors
o urring in the type and showing how these type onstru tors t together. Sin e
a given type onstru tor will usually o ur in many types, storing the information about the type onstru tor just on e and referring to it from the des riptions
of many types is obviously sensible. We all the data stru ture that holds all the
runtime type information about a type onstru tor a type tor info. When
ompiling a module, the Mer ury ompiler automati ally generates a stati data
stru ture ontaining a type tor info for every :- type de laration in the
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module. This data stru ture has a unique but predi table name derived from
the name of the type onstru tor, whi h makes it simple to in lude referen es to
it in other modules.
The type tor info is a pointer to a ve tor of words ontaining the following
elds:
{ the arity of the type onstru tor,
{ the address of the onstru tor-spe i uni ation pro edure,
{ the address of the onstru tor-spe i index pro edure,
{ the address of the onstru tor-spe i
omparison pro edure,
{ a pointer to the onstru tor's type tor layout stru ture,
{ a pointer to the onstru tor's type tor fun tors stru ture, and
{ the module quali ed name of the type onstru tor.
Like the type tor info, the onstru tor-spe i uni ation, index and omparison pro edures and type tor layout and type tor fun tors stru tures
are also automati ally generated by the ompiler for ea h type de laration. We
will provide details on these elds later.

3.2 Des ribing Types
A type is a type onstru tor applied to zero or more arguments, whi h are
themselves types. Due to the ompositionality of data representation in Mer ury,
the data stru ture that holds all the runtime type information about a type,
whi h we all a type info, is a pointer to a ve tor of words ontaining
{ a type tor info pointer, and
{ zero or more type info pointers des ribing the argument types.
The number of other type info pointers is given by the arity of the type
onstru tor, whi h an be looked up in the type tor info. If the arity is zero,
this representation is somewhat wasteful, sin e it requires an extra ell and
imposes an extra level of indire tion. The Mer ury system therefore has an optimization whi h allows the type tor info for a zero-arity type onstru tor to
also fun tion as a type info for the type named by the type onstru tor. Code
that inspe ts a type info now needs to he k whether the type info has the
stru ture just above or whether it is the type tor info for a zero-arity type
onstru tor. Fortunately, the he k is simple; whereas the rst word of a real
type info stru ture is a pointer and an never be null, the rst word of the
type tor info stru ture ontains the arity of the onstru tor, and therefore
for a zero-arity onstru tor will always be null. This an be a worthwhile optimization, be ause zero-arity types o ur often; the leaves of every type tree are
type onstru tors of arity zero.2 Figure 1 shows the type info stru ture of the
type tree(string, list(int)) with this optimization.

3.3 Implementing Polymorphism
In the presen e of polymorphism, the ompiler annot always know the a tual
type of the terms bound to a given variable in a given predi ate. If an argument
of a polymorphi predi ate is e.g. of type T, then for some alls the argument
2

On some modern ar hite tures, mispredi ted bran hes an be more expensive than
memory lookups, whi h often hit in the a he. For these ar hite tures, the Mer ury
ompiler has a swit h that turns o this optimization.
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type tor info
stru t for tree/2
type tor info
stru t for string/0

type tor info
stru t for list/1
type tor info
stru t for int/0

Fig. 1.

The type info stru ture for tree(string, list(int))

will be a term of type int, for others a term of type list(string), and so
on. The question then is: how an the ompiler arrange the orre t fun tioning
of operations (su h as uni ation) that depend on the a tual type of the term
bound to the variable?
The answer is that the ompiler an make available to those operations the
type info for the a tual type. An early phase of the ompiler inspe ts every
predi ate, and for ea h type variable su h as T in the type de laration of the
predi ate, it adds an extra argument to the predi ate; this argument will ontain
a type info for the a tual type bound to T. The same phase also transforms the
bodies of predi ates so that alls to polymorphi predi ates set these arguments
to the right values.
As an example, onsider a predi ate p1 that passes an argument of type
tree(string, list(int)) to a predi ate p2 that expe ts an argument of type
tree(T1, T2). Sin e T1 and T2 are type variables in the signature of p2, the
ompiler will add two extra arguments to p2, one ea h for T1 and T2. As the value
of the rst of these extra arguments, p1 must pass the type info for string; as
the value of the se ond of these extra arguments, p1 must pass the type info
for list(int). If p1 does not already have pointers to the required type info
stru tures, it must onstru t them. This means that while there an be only one
type tor info stru ture for ea h type onstru tor, there may be more than
one type info stru ture and therefore more than one type info pointer for
ea h type.
If p2 wants to pass a value of type list(T1) to a predi ate p3 that expe ts
a value of type U, p2 an onstru t the type info stru ture expe ted by p3
even though the type bound to T1 is not known at ompile time. To reate this
type info stru ture, the ompiler simply emits ode that reates a two-word
ell on the heap, and opies the pointer to the globally known type tor info
for list/1 to the rst word and the pointer it has to the type info for T1 to
the se ond word.

3.4 Implementing Uni ation and Comparison
One operation that polymorphi predi ates frequently perform on their polymorphi arguments is uni ation ( onsider member/2). To unify two values whose
type it does not know, the ompiler alls unify/2, the generi uni ation proedure in the Mer ury runtime system. Sin e unify/2 is de lared to take two
arguments of type T, the polymorphism transformation will transform alls to it
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by adding an extra argument ontaining the type info des ribing the ommon
type of the two original arguments.
The implementation of unify/2 onsists of looking up the address of the
uni ation pro edure in the top-level type tor info of the type info, and
alling it with the right arguments. For builtin type onstru tors, the uni ation
pro edures are in the runtime system; for user-de ned type onstru tors, they
are automati ally generated by the ompiler. The te hnique the ompiler uses
for this is quite simple; it generates one lause for ea h alternative fun tor in
the type onstru tor's type de laration, and in ea h lause, it generates one
uni ation for ea h argument of that fun tor. Here is one example of a type and
its automati ally generated uni ation predi ate:
:- type tree(K, V) ---> leaf ; node(tree(K, V), K, V, tree(K, V)).
unify_tree(leaf, leaf).
unify_tree(node(L1, K1, V1, R1), node(L2, K2, V2, R2)) :unify(L1, L2),
unify(K1, K2),
unify(V1, V2),
unify(R1, R2).

After reating the uni ation predi ate, the ompiler optimizes it by re ognizing that for the rst and last alls to unify, the top-level onstru tor of the
type is known, and that those alls an thus be repla ed by alls to unify tree
itself. Later still, the optimized predi ate will go through the polymorphism
transformation, whi h yields the following ode:
unify_tree(TI_K, TI_V, leaf, leaf).
unify_tree(TI_K, TI_V, node(L1, K1, V1, R1),
node(L2, K2, V2, R2)) :unify_tree(TI_K, TI_V, L1, L2),
unify(TI_K, K1, K2),
unify(TI_V, V1, V2),
unify_tree(TI_K, TI_V, R1, R2).

This shows that when the generi uni ation predi ate unify is alled upon
to unify two trees, e.g. two terms of type tree(string, list(int)), two of
the arguments it must all unify tree with are the type infos of the types
string and list(int). It an do so easily, sin e the required type infos are
exa tly the ones following the type tor info of tree/2 in the type info stru ture of tree(string, list(int)), a pointer to whi h was passed to unify as
its extra argument. (unify of ourse got the address of unify tree from the
type tor info of tree/2.)
Automati ally generated omparison predi ates all automati ally generated
index predi ates whi h return the position of the top-level fun tor of a term in
the list of alternative fun tors of the type. This allows for omparisons to be made
for less than, equal to or greater than without omparing ea h fun tor to every
other fun tor. After the initial omparison the omparison ode has a similar
re ursive stru ture to the ode generated for uni ation, and the polymorphism
transformation is analogous.
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3.5 Interpreting Type-spe ialized Term Representations
Some polymorphi predi ates wish to perform operations on polymorphi values for whi h there is no ompiler-generated type-representation-spe i
ode
the way there is for uni ations and omparisons. Copying terms and printing
terms are examples of su h operations. In su h ases, the implementation of the
operation must itself de ode the meaning of a term in a type-spe i data representation. Sin e it is the ompiler that de ides how values of ea h type are
represented, this requires ooperation from the ompiler. This ooperation takes
the form of a ompiler-generated type tor layout stru ture for ea h type onstru tor, pointed to from the type tor info stru ture of the onstru tor. Like
the type tor info, the type tor layout stru ture is stati , and there is only
ever one type tor layout for a given type onstru tor.
Sin e most values in Mer ury programs belong to types whi h are dis riminated unions, we hose to optimize type tor layout stru tures so that given
a word ontaining a value belonging to su h a type, it is as eÆ ient as possible
to nd out what the term represented by that word is. The type tor layout
is therefore a ve tor of des riptors indexed by the primary tag value of the data
word, whi h thus ontain four des riptors on 32-bit ma hines and eight on 64-bit
ma hines. Ea h word says how to interpret data words with the orresponding
primary tag. For types whi h are not dis riminated unions (su h as int), and
thus do not use primary tags, all the des riptors in the ve tor will be identi al;
sin e there are few su h types, and the ve tors are small, this is not a problem.
To make the type tor layout as small as possible, ea h des riptor is a single tagged word; here we use a 2-bit des riptor tag regardless of ma hine ar hite ture. The value of this des riptor tag, whi h an be unshared, shared remote,
shared lo al or equivalen e, tells us how to interpret the rest of the word.
If the value of the des riptor tag is unshared, then this value has a dis riminated union type and the primary tag of the data word uniquely identi es the
fun tor. The rest of the des riptor word is then a pointer to a fun tor des riptor
whi h ontains
{ the arity of the fun tor (n),
{ n pseudo type infos for the fun tor arguments,
{ a pointer to a string ontaining the fun tor name, and
{ information on the primary tag of this fun tor, and its se ondary tag, if any.
The last eld is redundant when the fun tor des riptor is a essed via
the type tor layout stru ture; it is used only when it is a essed via the
type tor fun tors stru ture whi h is dis ussed below in se tion 3.6.
Many type de larations ontain fun tors whose arguments are of polymorphi type; for example, all the arguments of the fun tor node in our example above ontain a type variable in their type. For su h an argument, the
type tor layout stru ture, being stati , annot possibly ontain the a tual
type info of the argument. Instead, it ontains a pseudo type info, whi h is
a generalization of a typeinfo. Whereas a type info is always a pointer to a
type info stru ture, a pseudo type info is either a small integer that refers to
a type variable, or a pointer to a pseudo type info stru ture, whi h is exa tly
like a type info stru ture ex ept that the elds after the type tor info are
pseudo type infos rather than type infos.
The fun tor des riptor for the fun tor node will ontain the small integers
1 and 2 as its se ond and third pseudo type infos, standing for the type variables K and V respe tively, whi h are rst and se ond type variables in the
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polymorphi type tree(K, V). The rst and fourth pseudo type infos will
be pointers to pseudo type info stru tures in whi h the type tor info slot
points to the the type tor info stru ture for tree/2 and the following two
pseudo type infos are the small integers 1 and 2. When a pie e of ode that has
a type info for the type tree(string, list(int)) looks up the arguments of
the node fun tor, it will onstru t type infos for the arguments by substituting
any pseudo type infos in the arguments (or in arguments of the arguments,
and so on), with their orresponding parameters, i.e. the type infos for string
and for list(int), whi h are at o sets 1 and 2 in the type info stru ture for
tree(string, list(int)). Note the exa t orresponden e between the o sets
and the values of the pseudo type infos representing the type variables.
We an distinguish between small integers and pointers by imposing an arbitrary boundary between them. If the integer value of a word is smaller than a
given limit, urrently 1024, then the word ontains a small integer; if it is greater
than or equal to the limit, it is a pointer. This works be ause we an ensure that
all small integers are below this limit, in this ase by imposing an upper bound
on the arities of type onstru tors, and be ause we an ensure that all pointers
to data are bigger than the limit. (The text segment omes before the data segment, and the size of the text segment of the ompulsory part of the Mer ury
runtime system is above the limit; in any ase, most operating systems make the
rst page of the address spa e ina essible in order to at h null pointer errors.)
If the value of the des riptor tag is shared remote, then this value has a
dis riminated union type and the primary tag of the data word is shared between
several fun tors, whi h are distinguished by a remote se ondary tag. The rest of
the des riptor word is then a pointer to a ve tor of words whi h ontains
{ the number of fun tors that share this tag (f ), and
{ f pointers to fun tor des riptors.
To nd the information for the fun tor in the data word, we must use the
se ondary tag pointed to by the data word to index into the ve tor of fun tor
des riptors.
If the value of the des riptor tag is shared lo al, then there are three possibilities: (a) this value has a dis riminated union type and the primary tag of
the data word is shared between several fun tors, whi h must all be onstants
be ause whi h are distinguished by a lo al se ondary tag; (b) this value has an
enumerated type, su h as type example from 2.2; or ( ) this value has a builtin
type su h as int or string. For alternative ( ), the rest of the des riptor word
is a small integer that dire tly identi es the builtin type. For alternatives (a)
and (b), the rest of the des riptor word is a pointer to an enumeration ve tor,
whi h ontains
{ a boolean that says whether this is an enumeration type or not, and thus
sele ts between (a) and (b),
{ s, the number of onstants that share this tag (for (a)) or the number of
onstants in the entire enumeration type (for (b)), and
{ s pointers to strings ontaining the names of the onstants.
To nd the name of the fun tor in the data word, we must use the lo al
se ondary tag in the data word (for alternative (a)) or the entire data word (for
alternative (b)) to index into the ve tor of names.
If the value of the des riptor tag is equivalen e, then the value is either of
a type that was de lared as an equivalen e type by the programmer, or it is of
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a no tag type, a dis riminated union type with one fun tor of one argument,
whi h the ompiler onsiders to be an equivalen e type for purposes of internal
although not external representation. Here is one example of ea h.
:- type equiv(T1, T2) == foo(int, T2, T1).
:- type notag(T1, T2) ---> wrapper(foo(int, T2, T1)).

In the latter ase, the ompiler uses the same internal representation for
values of the types notag(T1, T2) and foo(int, T2, T1), just as it does for
the true equivalen e.
The rest of the des riptor tag is a pointer to an equivalen e ve tor, whi h
ontains
{ a ag saying whether this type is a no tag type or a user-de ned equivalen e
type,
{ a pseudo type info giving the equivalent type, and
{ for no tag types, a pointer to a string giving the name of the wrapper fun tor
involved.

3.6 Creating Type-spe ialized Term Representations
A type tor layout stru ture has omplete information about how types with
a given type onstru tor are represented. While the organization of this stru ture is ex ellent for operations that want to interpret the representation of
an already existing term, the organization is not at all suitable for operations that want to build new terms, su h as parsing a term from an input
stream. The type tor fun tors table is an alternate organization of the
same information that is designed to optimize the operation of sear hing for
the information about a given fun tor. Like the type tor info that points
to it, the type tor fun tors stru ture is stati , and there is only ever one
type tor fun tors stru ture for a given type onstru tor.
The rst word of the type tor fun tors stru ture is an indi ator saying
whether this type is a dis riminated union, an enumeration type, a no tag type,
an equivalen e, or a builtin. The ontents of the rest of the stru ture vary depending on the indi ator. For dis riminated unions, the stru ture ontains the
number of fun tors in the type, and a ve tor of pointers to the fun tor des riptor for ea h fun tor. For enumerations, it ontains a pointer to the enumeration
ve tor. For no tag types, it has a pointer to the fun tor des riptor for its single
fun tor. For true equivalen e types, it ontains the pseudo type info for the
equivalent type. For builtin types, it ontains the small integer that identi es
the builtin type.

3.7 A essing RTTI from User Level Code
A natural appli ation of RTTI is dynami typing [1℄. The Mer ury standard library provides an abstra t data type alled univ whi h en apsulates a value
of any type, together with its type info. The library provides a predi ate
type to univ for onverting a value of any type to type univ.
:- pred type_to_univ(T, univ).
:- mode type_to_univ(in, out) is det.
:- mode type_to_univ(out, in) is semidet.
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Note that type to univ has two modes. The se ond (reverse) mode lets you
try to onvert a value of type univ to any type; this onversion will fail if
the value stored in the univ does not have the right type. The reverse mode
implementation ompares the type info for T, whi h the ompiler passes as an
extra argument, with the type info stored in the univ.
In addition to this impli it use of RTTI, Mer ury allows user programs to
make expli it use of RTTI, by providing some RTTI types and operations on
those types as part of the Mer ury standard library. To ensure that user programs don't depend on the details of the implementation, the types representing
runtime type information are opaque; the operations that we provide for manipulating them deal with language-level onstru ts su h as types and fun tors
rather than implementation-level details su h as pointer tags.
Two su h abstra t data types represent type infos and type tor infos.
The operations on them in lude:
:- fun type_of(T) = type_info.
:- fun type_name(type_info) = string.
:- pred type_ tor_and_args(type_info::in, type_ tor_info::out,
list(type_info)::out) is det.
:- pred fun tor(T::in, string::out, int::out) is det.
:- fun argument(T::in, int::in) = (univ::out) is semidet.

The type of fun tion returns a type info des ribing its argument. Its implementation is trivial: the ompiler will pass the type info for the type T as
an extra argument to this fun tion, and type of an just return this extra argument.
On e you have a type info, you an nd out the name of the type it represents; this is useful e.g. in giving good error messages in ode manipulating
values of polymorphi types. You an also spe ial- ase operations on some types,
for purposes su h as pretty-printing. You an also use type tor and args to
de ompose type infos into their onstituent parts, This is mostly useful in onjun tion with operations that de ompose terms, su h as fun tor and arg. Still
other operations are designed to allow programs to onstru t types (that is,
type infos at runtime) by ombining existing type onstru tors in new ways,
and to onstru t terms of possibly dynami ally reated types.

3.8 Representing Type Information about Sets of Live Variables
When a program alls io:print to pretty-print a term or io:read to read one
in, the polymorphism transformation passes the required type info(s) to the
predi ate involved. This is possible be ause the predi ate deals with a xed
number of polymorphi arguments and be ause the number of type variables in
the types of those arguments is also known stati ally.
However, in some ases we want one pie e of ode to be able to deal with
arbitrary numbers of terms, whi h have an unknown number of type variables
in their types. Two examples are the Mer ury debugger and the Mer ury native
garbage olle tor. They both need to be able to interpret the representations of
all live variables at parti ular points in the program, in the ase of the debugger
so that it an print out the values of those variables if the user so requests, and in
the ase of the garbage olle tor so that it an opy the values of those variables
from from-spa e to to-spa e. To handle this, at ea h program point that may be
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of interest to the debugger or to the native olle tor, the ompiler generates a
data stru ture des ribing the set of live variables, and lets the debugger and the
native olle tor interpret this des ription. Of ourse, if the ompilation options
do not request debugging information and if they request the onservative, rather
than the native olle tor, there will be no su h programs points, and the data
stru tures we dis uss in this subse tion will not be generated.
The debugger and the native olle tor both need to know how to walk the
sta ks (for printing the values of variables in an estors for the debugger and
be ause all live values in all sta k frames are part of the root set for the native
olle tor). For the nondet sta k this is not a problem, sin e nondet sta k frames
store the pointer to the previous sta k frame and the saved return address in
xed slots. However, frames on the det sta k have not xed slots, and they are
of variable size. To be able to perform a step in a sta k walk starting from a det
sta k frame, one must know how big the frame is and where within it the saved
return address is. The ompiler therefore generates a pro layout stru ture for
ea h pro edure, whi h in ludes
{
{
{
{

the address of the entry to this pro edure
the determinism of this pro edure (this ontrols whi h sta k it uses)
the size of the sta k frame
the lo ation of the return address in the sta k frame

The sta k frame size and saved return address lo ation are redundant for
pro edures on the nondet sta k, but it is simpler to in lude this information for
all pro edures.
The debugger and the native olle tor both have their own methods for
getting hold of the pro layout stru ture for the a tive pro edure, and an thus
nd out what address the a tive pro edure will return to. However, without
knowing what pro edure this return address is in, they won't be able to take the
next step in the sta k walk. Therefore when debugging or the native olle tor
is enabled, the ompiler will generate a label layout table for every label that
represents the return address of a all. Label layout tables ontain:
{ a pointer to the pro layout stru ture for this pro edure,
{ n, the number of live and \interesting" variables at the label,
{ a pointer to two onse utive n-element ve tors, one ontaining
pseudo type infos for the types of the live variables, and one ontaining
the des riptors of the lo ations of live variables,
{ a pointer to a ve tor of type parameter lo ations, the rst element of whi h
gives the number of type parameters and hen e the size of the rest of the
ve tor; as an optimization, the pointer will be null if the ount is zero, and
{ a pointer to a ve tor of n o sets into a module-wide string table giving the
variables' names (this eld is present only when debugging).
The Mer ury runtime has a table whi h an take the address of a label (su h
as a return address) and return a pointer to the label layout stru ture for that
label. That table, the pro layout stru tures and the rst elds of label layout
stru tures together ontain all the information required for walking the sta ks.
The other elds in a label layout stru ture des ribe the \interesting" variables
that are live at that label. Here the debugger and the native olle tor have related
but slightly di erent requirements. The olle tor needs the type of all variables
(in luding ompiler introdu ed temporaries) but not their names, whereas the
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debugger needs names but does not need information about temporaries. If both
are enabled, the label layout stru ture will ontain the union of the information
the two systems need.
The debugger and native olle tor are also interested in somewhat di erent
sets of labels. While both are interested in return labels, the debugger is also
interested in labels representing entry to and exit from the pro edure, and labels
at program points that re ord de isions about the path exe ution, e.g. the entry
points into the then parts and else parts of if-then-elses; these are irrelevant for
the native olle tor.
Ea h live, interesting variable at the label has an entry in two onse utive
ve tors pointed to by the label's layout stru ture. The entry in one of the ve tors
gives the lo ation of the variable. Some bits in this entry say whether the variable
is in an abstra t ma hine register, in a slot on the det sta k, or in a slot on the
nondet sta k, while the other bits give the number of the register or the o set
of the slot. The entry in the other ve tor is the pseudo type info for the type
of the variable. Before this pseudo type info an be used to interpret the value
of the variable, it must be onverted into a type info by substituting, for every
type variable in the pseudo type info, the type info of the a tual type bound
to the type variable.
Consider a polymorphi predi ate, one of whose argument is of type list(T).
Its aller will pass an extra argument giving the type info of the a tual
type bound to T; this is the type info that must be substituted into the
pseudo type info of the list(T) argument. Sin e the signature of the proedure may in lude more than one type variable, ea h of whi h will have the
a tual type bound to it spe i ed by an extra type info argument, the ompiler
assigns onse utive integers, starting at 1, to all the type variables that o ur
in the types of any of the arguments (a tually, to all the type variables that
o ur in the types of any of the variables of the pro edure, whi h in ludes the
arguments), and makes the pseudo type infos in the ve tor of pairs refer to
ea h type variable by its assigned number. For every label that has a label layout stru ture, the ompiler takes the set of live, interesting variables, and nds
the set of type variables that o ur in their types. The ompiler then in ludes a
des ription of the lo ation of the type info stru ture for the a tual type bound
to the type parameter in the type parameter lo ation ve tor of the label layout
stru ture, at the index given by the number assigned to the type variable.
That may sound omplex, but to look up the type of a variable, one need only
(a) onvert the ve tor of type parameter lo ations in the label layout stru ture
into an equal sized ve tor of type infos, by de oding ea h lo ation des riptor and looking up the value stored at the indi ated lo ation, whi h will be
a type info, and (b) using the resulting ve tor of type infos to onvert the
pseudo type info for the variable into the type info des ribing its type, exa tly as we did in se tion 3.5 (ex ept that the sour e of the type info ve tor
that identi es the types bound to the various type variables is now di erent).
One onsequen e of in luding information about the lo ations of variables
that hold type infos in label layout stru tures is that the ompiler must ensure
that a variable that holds the type info des ribing the a tual type bound to
a given type variable must be live at a label that has a layout stru ture if any
variable whose type in ludes that type variable is live at that label. Normally,
the ompiler onsiders every variable dead after its last use. However, when the
options all for the generation of label layouts, the ompiler, as a onservative
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approximation, onsiders a variable that holds the type info to be live whenever
any variable whose type in ludes that orresponding type variable is live. This
rule of typeinfo liveness often extends the life of variables ontaining type infos,
and sometimes prevents su h variables from being optimized away.
4

Evaluation

Hard numbers on RTTI systems are rare: there are few papers on RTTI, and
many of these papers do not have performan e evaluations of the RTTI system
itself (although they often evaluate some feature enabled by RTTI). In this
se tion we therefore provide some su h numbers.
The Mer ury implementation depends on RTTI in very basi ways. We annot just turn o RTTI and measure the speed of the resulting system, be ause
without RTTI, polymorphi predi ates do not know how to perform uni ation
and omparison. We would have to remove all polymorphism from the program
rst. This would require a signi ant amount of development e ort, parti ularly sin e many language primitives implemented in C annot be spe ialized
automati ally.
We therefore annot report results on the exa t time ost of the RTTI system. We an report two kinds of numbers though. First, a visual inspe tion of
the C ode generated by the Mer ury ompiler leads us to estimate that the fra tion of the time that a Mer ury program spends onstru ting type infos and
moving them around (all the other RTTI data stru tures are de ned stati ally)
is usually between 0 to 8%, probably averaging 1 to 3%. In earlier work [12℄, we
measured this ost as being less than 2% for a sele tion of small ben hmarks.
One reason why these numbers are small is that the Mer ury ompiler in ludes
an optimization that removes unused arguments; most of the arguments thus
removed are type info stru tures. Se ond, the resear hers working on HAL, a
onstraint logi programming language, have run experiments showing the speed
impa t of type-spe ialized term representations. They took some Prolog ben hmark programs, and translated them to HAL in two di erent ways: on e with
every variable being a member of its natural type, on e with every variable being
a member of a universal type that ontained all the fun tion symbols mentioned
in the program. The HAL implementation, whi h ompiles HAL programs into
Mer ury, ompiles ea h HAL type into its own Mer ury type, so this distin tion
is preserved in the resulting Mer ury programs too. The experimental results [6℄
show that the versions using natural types, and therefore type-spe i term representations, are on average about 1.4 times the speed of the versions using the
universal type and thus a generi term representation. Sin e an implementation
using a generi term representation an be made to work without RTTI but one
using type-spe i term representations annot, one ould read these results as
indi ating a roughly 40% speed advantage enabled by the use of RTTI. Due to
the small number and size of the ben hmarks involved in the experiments and
the di eren es between native Mer ury ode and Mer ury ode produ ed by the
HAL ompiler, this number should be treated with aution. However, it seems
lear that the time osts of RTTI are outweighed by the bene ts it brings in
enabling type-spe i term representations.
The parts of RTTI that are essential for polymorphism (and whi h also suÆ e
to support dynami asts, i.e. the univ type) are the type info stru tures and
the parts of type tor info stru tures ontaining the type onstru tor arity and
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the addresses of the uni ation and omparison pro edures, i.e. the stru tures
dis ussed up to but not in luding se tion 3.5. The stru tures dis ussed from
that point forward, in luding the type tor layout and type tor fun tors
stru tures, are needed only for other aspe ts of the system, in luding generi
term I/O, debugging, native garbage olle tion, and user-level a ess to typespe ialized representations. Sin e all these stru tures are de ned stati ally, they
do not impa t the runtimes of programs ex ept through a he e e ts.
To get an appre iation for spa e osts, we have measured the sizes of obje t
les generated for the Mer ury ompiler and standard library, whi h are written
in Mer ury itself, ompiled with various subsets of runtime type information.
The ompiler and library together onsist of 225 modules and de ne about 950
types and about 7650 predi ates; they total about 206,000 lines of ode. Our
measurement platform was an x86 PC running Linux 2.0.36.
Without any of the stati data stru tures or automati ally generated prediates des ribed in this paper, the obje t les ontain a total of 3666 Kb of ode
and 311 Kb of data. This version of the system annot do anything that depends on RTTI. The automati ally generated uni ation and omparison predi ates add 462 Kb of ode and 12 Kb of data to this; the stati type tor info
stru tures add another 120 Kb of ode and 47 Kb of data on top of that.
(type tor infos ontain the addresses of uni ation and omparison pro edures, whi h prevents the ompiler from optimizing those pro edures away even
if they are otherwise unused; this is where the ode size in rease omes from.)
This version of the system supports polymorphi uni ations and omparisons,
dynami typing (with the univ type) and the type name/1 fun tion.
To support other RTTI-dependent operations, e.g. generi I/O, the system needs the type tor layout and type tor fun tors stru tures as well.
Adding the type tor layout stru tures alone adds 81 Kb of data, while adding
the type tor fun tors stru tures alone adds 78 Kb of data. However, sin e
these two kinds of stru tures share many of their omponents (e.g. fun tor des riptors), adding both adds only 99 Kb of data.
If we wish to do something using sta k layouts, the ompiler must follow the
rule of typeinfo liveness. This rule by itself adds 14 Kb of ode and 17 Kb of data.
This in rease omes from the requirement to save type variables on the sta k
and to load them into registers more often (this must ause a slight slowdown,
but this slowdown is so small that we annot measure it). This brings us up to
4247 Kb of ode and 469 Kb of data, for a total size of 4747 Kb. We will use
this as the baseline for the per entage gures below.
Adding the sta k layouts themselves has a mu h more substantial ost.
Swit hing from onservative g to native g in reases ode size by 822 Kb and
data size by 2229 Kb; total system size in reases by 64% to 7798 Kb. The in rease
in ode size is due to the native olle tor's requirement that ertain optimizations whi h usually redu e ode size be turned o ; the in rease in data size is
due to the label layout stru tures. Sti king with onservative g but adding full
debugging support, in reases ode size by 6438 Kb and data size by 5248 Kb;
total system size in reases by 246% to 16433 Kb. The ode size in rease is mu h
bigger be ause debugging inserts into the ode many alls to the debugger entry
point[9℄ (it also turns o optimizations that ould onfuse the user). The data
size in rease is mu h bigger be ause debugging needs label layout stru tures at
more program points (e.g. the entry point of the then part of an if-then-else),
and be ause it needs the names of variables.
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We already use several te hniques for redu ing the size of the stati stru tures
generated by the Mer ury ompiler, most of whi h are related to RTTI. The most
important su h te hnique we have not overed earlier in the paper is looking
for identi al stati stru tures in ea h module and merging them into a single
stru ture. Merging identi al stati stru tures in di erent modules would yield
a further bene t, but sin e we want to retain separate ompilation, it would
require signi ant extensions to our ompilation environment. Another potential
optimization we ould implement is merging two stru tures whenever one is a
pre x of the other.
5

Related work

We expe t that te hniques and data stru tures at least somewhat similar to the
ones we have des ribed have been and/or are being used in the implementations
of other mostly-stati ally typed languages (e.g. SML, Haskell and Algol 68; see
the referen es ited in [8℄). However, it is diÆ ult to be sure, sin e papers that
dis uss RTTI implementations at any signi ant level of detail are few and far
between. The ex eptions we know of all deal with garbage olle tion of strongly
typed languages, using the (obvious) model of walking the sta k, nding out what
the types of the live variables are in ea h frame and then re ursively marking
their values.
Goldberg [8℄ des ribes a system, apparently never implemented, that assoiates garbage olle tion information with ea h return point; this information
takes the form of a ompiler-generated fun tion for tra ing all the live variables of the sta k frame being returned to. To handle polymorphism, it has
these fun tions pass among themselves the addresses of other fun tions that
tra e single values (e.g. a fun tion for tra ing a list would take as an argument a fun tion for tra ing the list elements). This is a less general solution
than our pseudo type infos. The garbage olle tion and tra ing fun tions are
single-purpose and are likely to be mu h bigger than our layout stru tures.
Tolma h [14℄ des ribes how, by using expli it lazily omputed type parameters that des ribe the type environment (set of type bindings) of a fun tion, one
an simplify the re onstru tion of types.
The TIL ompiler for SML [13℄ uses a similar s heme but eagerly evaluates
type parameters, making it quite similar to the ombination of tables and typeinfo parameters used by the Mer ury ompiler, ex ept for TIL's use of type tags
on heap-allo ated data. Unfortunately the paper la ks a detailed des ription of
the data representations and runtime behaviour of the type information generated by the TIL ompiler, and is un lear about whether this information an be
used for purposes other than garbage olle tion.
Aditya et al [2, 3℄ des ribe a garbage olle tor and debugger for Id that has an
approa h to RTTI that is similar to ours, the main di eren e being that in their
system, allers of polymorphi fun tions do not pass type information to the
allee; instead, the garbage olle tor or debugger sear hes an estor sta k frames
for type information when ne essary. Although this s heme avoids the ost of
passing type information around, we have not found this ost to be signi ant.
On the other hand, the numbers in [3℄ show that propagating type information
in the sta k is quite expensive for polymorphi ode. This is probably not the
right tradeo for Mer ury, sin e we want to en ourage programmers to write
polymorphi ode.
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In the logi programming eld, Kwon et al [11℄ and Beierle et al [4℄ both
des ribe s hemes for implementing polymorphi ally typed logi programming
languages with dynami type tests. Their s hemes both extend the WAM; both
annotate the representations of unbound variable with type information and add
additional WAM instru tions for handling typed uni ation. But we believe that
an approa h whi h is based on a high-level program transformation, like our handling of type infos, is simpler than one whi h requires signi ant modi ations
to the underlying virtual ma hine. Neither s heme makes use of type-spe i
term representations.
None of these papers ited above give measurements of the storage osts
of their s hemes. Future omparisons of spa e usage and type re onstru tion
performan e between Mer ury and the systems des ribed in those papers may
yield interesting results.
Elsman [7℄ uses a transformation very similar to the one we use to introdu e
type infos, for a very similar purpose: to enable type-spe i data representations; the performan e bene ts he reports broadly mat h our experien e. However, his system, whose purpose is the eÆ ient handling of polymorphi equality
types in ML, only passes around the addresses of equality fun tions, not omparison fun tions, type names, or layout information. As su h, his system onstitutes
a very limited form of RTTI that is useful only for polymorphi equality, not for
dynami types, garbage olle tion, debugging, et .
6

Con lusion

Our results show that a run time type information system an be added to
Mer ury without ompromising the speed of the basi exe ution me hanism,
and with relatively small spa e overheads in most ases. The RTTI system allows
many useful extensions both to the language and to the implementation.
In future work, we would like to explore the tradeo s between table-driven
generi operations and spe ialized ode. Trends in mi ropro essor design, in
parti ular the in reasing relative osts of mispredi ted bran hes and a he
misses, mean that it is quite possible that a generi uni ation routine using
type tor info stru tures may now be faster than the automati ally generated
pro edures we now use. However, exe uting ode is inherently more exible than
interpreting xed-format tables. At the moment, we take advantage of this in
our implementation of types with user-de ned equality theories, for whi h we
simply override the pointer to the automati ally generated uni ation pro edure
with a pointer to the one provided by the user. Su h a fa ility would still need
to be provided even in a system that used table-driven uni ation.
To make table-driven generi operations more ompetitive, we are in the proess of simplifying our data stru tures. At the moment, the information about
what kind of type the type onstru tor represents (a dis riminated union type,
an equivalen e type, a no tag type, an enumeration type or a builtin type) is s attered in several di erent parts of the type tor layout stru ture and its omponents (e.g. fun tor des riptors), even though this information is available dire tly
in the type tor fun tors stru ture. The reason for this is that initially, the
Mer ury RTTI system only had type tor layouts; type tor fun tors were
added later. The design we are moving towards puts the type kind dire tly into
the type tor info, and spe ializes the rest of the type tor info a ording
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to the type kind (e.g. type tor layout and type tor fun tors stru tures
will be present only if the type is a dis riminated union type).
We would like to thank the Australian Resear h Coun il for their support.
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